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Fashion & Textile Designer and Multidisciplinary Artist,
Anurag Wallace exhibited his artworks in various London
galleries in London in 2023, Circolo del Design and MunLab,
Ecomuseo Dell’Argilla, Cambiano, in Torino, Italy. Also the
same year he showcased at M7, Doha, Qatar, in 2021 at the
Korean Pavilion, 17th Venice Architecture Biennale, Seoul,
Korea, and Seoul Biennale, Seoul, South Korea.

He is passionate about preserving traditional embroideries,
handlooms, and handcrafts while addressing the issues
around the handicraft industry, and social issues like climate
change and gender inequalities.



OBJECTIFED

Domestic violence against women is an ongoing problem in India. With
cases rising ever higher, there is a need for open conversations about the
uncomfortable truths behind arranged marriages, which foster injustice
and often lead to violence against women.

The wedding dress is a symbol of purity in traditional Indian weddings,
but in the case of marriages that turn abusive, it can become a symbol of
oppression and patriarchy. 

During the research phase of this investigation, women once stuck in
abusive marriages, were treated as objects, talked about the objects that
made them feel trapped, and explained how these everyday objects
became silent witnesses to violence. 

These symbolic objects are embroidered into the very fabric of a hand-
stitched wedding dress and exhibited in public, to start a conversation,
raise awareness, and support women to serve as a call for societal
change.

Art Installation, Thesis Project, Master of Fine Arts, Exhibited at Virginia Commonwealth
University of Arts, Qatar, 2022 



Antique zari threads, Nakshi, Tikki, poth, and cotton threads Embroidered on hand-woven
raw silk. Exhibited at Virginia Commonwealth University of Arts, Qatar, 2022 



Antique zari threads, Nakshi, Tikki, poth, and cotton threads Embroidered on hand-woven
raw silk. Exhibited at Virginia Commonwealth University of Arts, Qatar, 2022 



Antique zari threads, Nakshi, Tikki, poth, and cotton threads Embroidered on hand-woven
raw silk. Exhibited at Virginia Commonwealth University of Arts, Qatar, 2022, 
Video Link: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FBGpoAab6p6ivGg2OrsnsBOzYcz-n93E/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p3qsjVBydxS6gBo_XNirzYlQFH4rt8tu/view?usp=sharing


Practiced in a small village called Bhuj, in Kutch, Gujrat in  India
bandhej is a technique of hand-knotting of fabrics to create
beautiful motifs, which are then dyed to finally see the beautiful
patterns carefully spaced out to see the design.

My love for this craft and passion for working with craftsmen made
me want to create this passion project. “Wallace” is a project that is
created to primarily support the artisans and, in the process, save
the craft.

In the first design, the single dots are the age of innocence where
this artisan had not worked, but then she bloomed into a flower
and started learning the craft. The three different types of circles
are talking about the volume of work she did over the years. 

The second design talks about the comparative analysis of the
artisan’s income to what is required to sustain in today’s time.

BANDHEJ - TIE & DYE
Creative Entrepreneurism Project, Master of Fine Arts, Virginia Commonwealth
University of Arts, Qatar, 2022 







Bandhej, done on Pure Silk at Kutch, Gujarat, India for Virginia Commonwealth
University of Arts, Qatar, 2022 



Bandhej, done on Pure Silk at Kutch, Gujarat, India for Virginia Commonwealth
University of Arts, Qatar, 2022 
Video link: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CytlQE6w7VAxry-y33hBcVV2j4qm54-
x/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CytlQE6w7VAxry-y33hBcVV2j4qm54-x/view?usp=sharing


A collection that transcends geographical boundaries, and defines
its own aesthetics underscoring the idea of lightweight, tactile
clothing that doesn't weigh down the wearer.

It's about the ease and simplicity in dressing without compromising
on intimacy and craftsmanship, it is designed to set out to redefine
Indian couture vis a vis a juxtaposition of contemporary style with
timeless, pragmatism with panache, and comfort with utilitarian
chic.

The collection is an interplay of transparency and opacity in
ensembles creating a stunning troupe l’oeil body art visions.

ONENESS
Design Collection for the 10th Anniversary of JADE by Monica & Karishma,
Mumbai, India, 2018



Hand Embroidery, done on Silk Organza, for Jade by Monica & Karishma
Mumbai, India, 2018



Hand Embroidery, done on Silk Organza, for Jade by Monica & Karishma
Mumbai, India, 2018



Under the aegis of The Anita Dongre Foundation’s women
empowerment initiative, the company set up Community Tailoring
Units in rural Maharashtra, India wherein marginalized and needy
tribal women are trained professionally to make garments. They are
also provided with sustained livelihood opportunities thereafter
resulting in positive socio-economic impact. 

The collection is a celebration of such powerful women, to uplift the
craftsmanship and give a platform to them to voice out their culture
by the medium of handcrafted embroidery on modern silhouettes.

Reflection of the rich Flora and Fauna, the vibrant colors from the
forests, and the paisleys from the traditional motifs, this collection
speaks in the rhythm of nature and artistry.

SONGS OF SUMMER
Design Collection for the Grassroots by Anita Dongre, House of Anita Dongre
Mumbai, India, 2017



Aari Hand embroidery, done on Hand Woven Cotton, for Grassroots by
Anita Dongre, Mumbai, India, 2017



Mochi Bharat Embroidery, done on Handwoven Silk, for Grassroots by Anita
Dongre, Mumbai, India, 2017



Track | Create | Visualize 

An app designed for people who love tracking their activities,
workouts,  recovery from illness, or just regular routine. The app
helps people stay Motivated, Lets them Visualize their progress
over time, and uses elements of Art therapy to create Artwork.

MARK-IT
App Design Proposal, Royal Society of Arts + Kingston School of Arts, 
London, United Kingdom, 2023







Website Mock-up, for Mark-IT App, Royal Society of Arts + Kingston School of Arts, 
London, United Kingdom, 2023



TEMPORAL
RELIQUARIES

PALAZZO MORA
VENICE BIENNALE,
2021



Morning Start, Ceramics, Palazzo Mora Venice Biennale,
2021



Marigold, Ceramics, Palazzo Mora Venice Biennale,
2021





EXQUISITE CORPSE

KOREAN PAVILION,
17TH VENICE
ARCHITECTURE
BIENNALE,
SEOUL, KOREA,
2021



Journey, Korean Pavilion, 17th Venice Architecture 
Biennale, Seoul, Korea, 2021



THERE IS NO
SAFETY WITHOUT
RISK

SEOUL BIENNALE,
SEOUL, 
SOUTH KOREA
2021



Journey, Korean Pavilion, 17th Venice Architecture 
Biennale, Seoul, Korea, 2021



MELTING POTTERY

CIRCOLO DEL
DESIGN,
TORINO, ITALY,
2022







Melting Pottery, Circolo del Design,
Torino, Italy, 2022



MELTING POTTERY

MUNLAB,
ECOMUSEO
DELL’ARGILLA,
CAMBIANO,
TORINO, ITALY
2022



Melting Pottery, MunLab, Ecomuseo Dell’argilla, Cambiano, 
Torino, Italy, 2022



PUKAAR - A CALL FOR
HELP

A multidisciplinary approach toward finding solutions for social and
economic issues has been quite a trend in today’s world. 

Artists often collaborate with technical industries, which had not
been seen in the past, to speculate the future while also co-
designing solutions. Looking at how this approach has been widely
practiced today, I wanted to explore and find out some answers for
myself. 

The project aims to spread awareness around a social issue while
investigating the role art and design can play in influencing
government towards making a policy.

An Art Exhibition + Awareness Campaign for Kingston School of Arts, 
London, United Kingdom, 2023





Hand Embroidery on Silk Organza for Exhibition + Awareness Campaign, Kingston
School of Arts, London, United Kingdom, 2023



Hand Embroidery on Silk Organza for Exhibition + Awareness Campaign, Kingston
School of Arts, London, United Kingdom, 2023



Hand Embroidery on Silk Organza for Exhibition + Awareness Campaign, Kingston
School of Arts, London, United Kingdom, 2023
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